
I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-Tell,~ 
These are alphabets. Can you draw and color these letters? Why do we use letters, to spell words? 
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Here is a label. Copy the 
label and color the border. 
N ow use the letters to 
write your own name on 
the label. Color the letters 
in your name. Cut out the 
label and pu tit on your 
Draw-and-Tell portfolio. 
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STORY SHEETDraw-and-TellT~I I 


TELL ABOUT BASEBALL! 
Baseball is a lot of fun. Do you play baseball? What 
was the most exciting game you ever saw? Draw 
pictures about a game as you tell your story. Don't 1.......1
LAM.ESIOE
forget to use different colors on the uniforms. 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellTM. 
Draw a circus parade! How 
many animals do you see? Add 
more animals from other sheets! 
Tell about the elephant. Tell 
about the lion. What do clowns 
do? Does the lady ever ride 

the zebra? 
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Put colors in your picture. Why is the lion 
kept in the cage? Tell a story about a 

clown and a lion. 

Make up a story about a long, long circus 
parade. How many colors do you see at 
a parade? Where do you see the colors? 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-Tell. 

TELL ABOUT FOOTBALL! 
Football is exciting! Tell about an 
exciting game - in pictures! Make 
sure that vou use different colors on 
the uniforms of the different teams. 
Make up a good comic strip story 
about a football game. Who is the star 
player? Don't forget to show a dog 
on the field - just like a real game! 
Use your other sheets to show people 

watching the game. E1
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellT.M. 
Draw and color this farm scene. Do you know the 
names of the animals? What do they eat? What 

do they do on the farm? 
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What color is the farm house? How 
many people live there? Where do 

the animals live? 
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What is the 
boy's name? 
What does he 
doonthe 
farm? Which 
a nimal does 
he like the 
best? Draw 
him with his 

favorite 
animal. 
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I Draw-and-TellT.M. STORY SHEET I 

Here is a school. Here is a playground, 
too! Draw and color a picture of the 
school and playground. How many 
children are pIa yin g here? What are 
their names? Who is walking on stilts? 
How tall is the boy when he wears 
stilts? Make up a story about a boy and 
his stilts. Who is jumping rope? How 
many times can she jump rope without 
stopping? Tell a story about skipping 

rope. Tell a story about your school 
playground. 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellTM. 
Let's draw a real circus parade. Use m ore 
than one sheet of paper. Fa s ten them 
together and it can b e a s long as you 
want. Tell a story about a circus par ade 
and about the people and animals you see. 
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Have you ever seen a circus parade? How What is your favorite circus animal. Draw 
is it different from other parades? Do and tell about your favorite animal. 
other parades have animals and clowns? 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-Tell. 

Tell about a little engine! 
Here is a little train engine. Can you give it a name? 

Why has it stopped at the station? Will it stay long? 

Where is the little engine going? Use your other 

sheets and draw other people and animals with the 


engine. Don't forget to color! 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellT~ 
Here is a house and a yard with green grass. Little 

children like to play here. Draw and color the picture 

of the house and the children. What are the children 

playing? Tell a story about the house and the children. 

Do you know the dog's name? Tell a story about a dog. 


Who sleeps in the tent? What is the man's name? 

Who is he? 
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STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellToM. I 

Airports are interesting. 
Have you ever flown in a 
plane? What kind of 
plane? . . . a big plane 
... a small plane. Tell 
a story about your trip. 

Tell a story about a 
make believe trip. 

Draw and color a picture of the 
airport. What is the Ii ttle girl 
doing? Is she telling a story? 
Color the u nif 0 r m s on the pilot 

and the stewardess. EEl
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STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellTM. I 


TELL ABOUT THE BEACH! 

What fun it is at the beach! There are so 

many things to do there. What do you like 

about the beach? Draw pictures and tell a 

story about a day at the beach. Is the boy 

flying an Aero-Kite? What color is the ball? 

Color the ball and all the other toys. Color all 

the clothes and the sky. Use other sheets for 


drawings to finish your story. 
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I I Draw-and-TellHoi. 

STORY SHEET 

Draw and name 
a team! 

Would you like 
to be a 

cheerleader? 
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TELL ABOUT BASKETBALL? 
How many players are there on a 
team? Do you know what 
positions they play? Can you 
dribble a ball? Draw and color a 
player dribbling. Show a player 
shooting a basket. How many 
points does he get? Draw pictures 
and tell a story about a game that 

you have seen. EEl
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellT..... 

Here is a school room. Draw a 
picture of the school room.. Color 
the teacher's dress. Color all the 
childrens' clothes. Tell a story 
about your class. What is your 

teacher's name? 

Pretend that 
yo u are t he ¢::~==~=:fJ 

teacher. 
What time doesWhat 
the clock show?questions D D D 

Tell a story 
about a clock. EI

will you 
ask? 
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I Draw-and-Tell STORY SHEET IH.I. 

Draw and color this street. What is the name of the 

street? Tell a story about this street. Tell what the 

policeman does. Tell what the fireman does. What 


is inside the post office. What is inside the 

drug store? 
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Use other sheets to put other people and animals in your 
pictures. Tell stories about these other people. Give 
the animals names and be sur e to color every thing 

that you draw. 
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I STORY SHEETI Draw-and-TellT'~' 

What is the knight's 
name? 

Draw and color a picture 
of the knight and the 
dragon. Tell about what 
the dragon and the knight 
are doing. Does the knight 
fight other animals. MakeandaDup a story about a knight 

What is a 
dragon? Are all 
dragons bad? 
Make up a story 
about a good 
dragon and his 

friends. E1
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